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It's snowing...

Everywhere...

Over every inch of the Earth...

But that's just the start...

When grieving alcoholic Harry Jobson starts his latest beer, he expects to end the night face-down in vomit like he

does every night--but that was before the strange snowstorm started. Instead, he finds himself trapped inside his

local pub, The Trumpet, with an odd group of strangers. Recent news reports claim that the snow is falling in every

country of the world. But that's impossible...

Right?

The truth is too frightening to admit, but when the body of a mangled boy crashes through the window, Harry is

forced to sober up and take charge. Something sinister lurks outside in the snow, and those inside are keeping

terrible secrets.
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Iain Rob Wright's debut novel is a masterclass of fear and suspense, sure to please horror fans everywhere. If you love
the dark, mysterious tales of Stephen King or the claustrophobic terror of Brian Keene, you will love The Final
Winter.

SPECIAL EDITION BONUS CONTENTSPECIAL EDITION BONUS CONTENT

Seven additional short stories set during the events of The Final Winter, plus one additional stand-alone tale: THE

PEELING OF SAMUEL LLOYD COLLINS

PRAISE FOR THE AUTHORPRAISE FOR THE AUTHOR

"Iain Rob Wright is sick and twisted." David Moody, author of Autumn and the Hater series

"Iain Rob Wright scares the hell out of me." J A Konrath, author of Origins and Afraid 

"A Master of the genre." Matt Shaw, author of the Black Cover books. 

"Cuddle up to this novel and it might rip your throat out. A fun, thrilling read!" David T. Wilbanks - Co-author of

Dead Earth: The Vengeance Road

"One of the BEST horror books I have read in YEARS!" - Eric S. Brown, author of Last Stand in a Dead Land

"Iain Rob Wright brings true excitement to the horror genre, with wholly original stories and characters to route

for." - Ryan C Thomas, author of Hissers, Rating's Game, and Origin of Pain

"Iain Rob Wright is a champion of the genre, an author who could build tension, atmosphere, and genuine dread out

of a delicate snowflake." - Aaron Dries, award-winning author of House of Sighs
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